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Antiferroelectric liquid-crystal mixture without smectic layer shrinkage
at the direct Sm-A* – Sm-Ca* transition
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We report results of x-ray, optic, electro-optic, and dielectric investigations on an antiferroelectric liquid-
crystal mixture exhibiting a direct second-order phase transition between the Sm-A* and Sm-Ca* phases with
virtually no shrinkage in the smectic layer spacing. The birefringence measurements and texture observations
suggest that the phase transition follows the diffuse cone model of Adrian de Vries, which explains the constant
layer spacing. The antiferroelectric nature of the tilted phase is verified by the presence of twin polarization
reversal peaks in the current response and by the absence of strong absorptions in the dielectric spectrum. The
threshold for switching this phase to the synclinic, ferroelectric state is sharp and occurs at a very low voltage.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the understanding of the annoying consequence
the smectic layer shrinkage normally connected to the o
of tilt at the Sm-A* –Sm-C* transition, producing a chevro
structure that severely degrades the quality of any elec
optic device based on ferroelectric liquid crystals~FLCs! @1#,
materials exhibiting little, or no, layer shrinkage at the tiltin
transition became extremely interesting. So far, efforts h
been devoted mainly to finding FLCs with a temperatu
independent layer spacingd, and a few such materials hav
indeed been found@2–5#. But also devices based on antife
roelectric liquid crystals~AFLCs! suffer heavily from the
appearance of chevron structures, see, e.g., Refs.@6,7#, and
absence of layer shrinkage should therefore be an attra
property also in this class of materials.

In this work we present a fluoroether-based AFLC m
ture exhibiting a direct Sm-A* to Sm-Ca* transition produc-
ing virtually no layer shrinkage. The composition of th
mixture is shown in Fig. 1. Its chiral component, code nam
8422@2F3#, has previously been studied by us@5#, and we
there showed that the compound possesses a tilting trans
between paraelectric Sm-A* and ferroelectric Sm-C* at con-
stantd. The mixture keeps many of the peculiar characte
tics of the pure compound, including the absence of la
shrinkage, but the polar properties are antiferroelectric
evidenced by optic, electro-optic, and dielectric investig
tions, presented in the following.

II. EXPERIMENT

For x-ray studies (CuKa radiation!, the mixture was filled
into Mark glass capillary tubes of 0.7 mm diameter. Sma
angle scattering data from unaligned samples were obta
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using a Kratky-compact camera~A. Paar! and a one-
dimensional electronic detector~M. Braun!. For electro-optic
and current response studies we used noncommercial ce
3-mm cell gap, permitting a light shearing of the substra
relative to one another. By applying an ac electric field abo
the threshold for switching to the synclinic state duri
shearing, a relatively homogeneous planar alignment co
be achieved. The driving wave form during measureme
was produced by a Leader LFG-1300 wave-form genera
and an FLC Electronics 203 amplifier, and the current re
sponse, obtained by measuring the voltage drop over a s
resistance, was monitored on a Tektronix TDS 540 osci

ty
FIG. 1. Chemical composition~in % of weight! of the antifer-

roelectric liquid-crystal mixture under investigation. The chir
component, code named 8422@2F3#, is a ferroelectric liquid crystal
@5#.
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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scope. The optical tilt angleuopt and the optical path differ-
ence Dopt ~related to the birefringenceDn by Dopt5 lDn,
wherel is the sample thickness! were measured similar to th
method discussed in Ref.@8#: The AFLC sample is placed
between crossed polarizers and switched between its p
states by a square ac electric field. The transmissionsT1 and
T2 of the polarization-up and -down states at the He-Ne la
wavelengthl5633 nm are recorded~Melles Griot 13 DSI
009 photodetector with amplifier 13 AMP 005! on rotating
the polarizer cross by an anglew. The transmissionsT1(w)
andT2(w) are described by two sin2(2w) curves with identi-
cal amplitudepDopt/l and a phase shift of twice the optic
tilt angle uopt between each other. Measurements were d
either at selected, stabilized, temperatures, or during s
continuous cooling from the Sm-A* phase, permitting mea
surements with very high-temperature resolution. For die
tric measurements~HP 4192 impedance bridge! and for tex-
ture photos, commercial~EHC! 10-mm planar-aligning cells
were used. For temperature control, the sample was inse
into a Mettler FP52 hot stage during electro-optic measu
ments, and, during dielectric measurements, into a ho
made hot stage with temperature control by a thermal liq
circulated in a thermostat~Julabo!.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the variation of smectic layer thicknesd
with temperature. Whiled increases steadily on coolin
through the Sm-A* phase, the layer thickness is almost co
stant below the temperature of the transition to Sm-Ca* . A
small decrease (;0.3 Å) occurs directly below the phas
transition, but on further cooling,d increases slowly and a
room temperature the same value as measured at the
temperature border of Sm-A* , 35 Å, is regained.

Compared with the pure FLC component 8422@2F3#, see
Ref. @5#, the layer spacing is notably smaller in the mixtu
(;3.5 Å difference!. This is first of all a result of the othe
components being shorter than 8422@2F3#, and possibly
other factors contribute. Based on the comparison betw

FIG. 2. Smectic layer thicknessd of the AFLC mixture as a
function of temperatureT. Note that the variation within the Sm-Ca*
phase is only;0.3 Å.
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measurements of the orientational order and of the sme
layer spacing in 8422@2F3# we suggested that the molecule
of this compound aggregate pairwise in an antiparallel fa
ion @5#. In the mixture, the packing scheme of differe
length molecules results in a layer spacing value that co
sponds closely to the weighted average of layer spacing
ues of the individual molecules, each of which show mu
the same thermal layer response as does 8422@2F3#.

In addition, it is noteworthy that~also! another FLC com-
pound exhibiting an essentially tilt-independent layer sp
ing could exhibit the same type of antiparallel pair aggre
tion as 8422@2F3#. The compound, code named TSiKN65,
structurally quite different from 8422@2F3# but shows a very
similar behavior in many respects. Spectoret al. measured a
layer spacing in TSiKN65 which is actually larger than t
length of a single molecule@9#. This is easiest explained b
assuming the antiparallel packing scheme and a fairly
degree of orientational order with de Vries behavior.
8422@2F3#, the TSiKN65 molecule has a highly asymmet
cal shape, with one end chain much bulkier than the ot
due to three siloxane units. Packing in an antiparallel man
should thus be favorable also in this compound.

The practical absence of layer shrinkage in our AFL
mixture is also reflected in the textures~Fig. 3! which show
no sign of the zig-zag defects typically generated at a ph
transition whered changes@10#. In fact, the relaxed state
textures of the Sm-A* and Sm-Ca* phases@Figs. 3~a!, 3~b!,
3~c!# are very similar, with more or less the same defects a
the same color between crossed polarizers. The latter ob
vation indicates that the birefringenceDn in Sm-A* is ap-

FIG. 3. Textures in the field-free state~a, b, c!, during switching
~d, e, f! and in the fully switched state~g, h, i!, in Sm-A* ~c, f, i!
and at two different temperatures in the Sm-Ca* phase~a, b, d, e, g,
h!. The applied fields are dc, the cell gap is 10mm and the objec-
tive lens 203.
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proximately as low as in Sm-Ca* and thus rules out the com
mon naive picture of Sm-A* as a phase, where all molecule
stand orthogonal to the layers. A much more realistic
scription is that of de Vries@11#, where the molecules on th
average are tilted but where the tilt direction is random. S
a state should produce approximately the sameDn as an
anticlinic state with well-defined tilt directions but whe
these alternate between consecutive layers. On the o
hand, if the anticlinic state is switched to a synclinic~ferro-
electric! state,Dn must be expected to increase since
reduction due to random or anticlinic tilt order is prese
Indeed, the textures observed in the Sm-Ca* phase during the
application of an electric field strong enough to switch t
sample to the synclinic state@Figs. 3~g!, 3~h!# have a color
distinctly different from the relaxed Sm-Ca* or Sm-A* tex-
tures, reflecting the increase in birefringence. As expec
from the fact that the orientational order must increase w
decreasing temperature, the difference in color continuou
increases on cooling.

The typical fingerlike switching between the anticlin
and the synclinic states can easily be seen in the text
taken at intermediate field@Figs. 3~d!, 3~e!#. Furthermore, the
antipolar response is easily seen in the current respons
low switching frequencies@Fig. 4~b!# which exhibits the twin
polarization reversal peaks characteristic of AFLCs. Ho
ever, the peaks rapidly approach one another on increa
the switching frequency and at a switching frequency of 5
angular frequency (v531.4 s21) only one polarization re-
versal peak can be seen@Fig. 4~c!#.

The antiferroelectric nature is also obvious from the
electric absorption spectrum~Fig. 5!, the only strong mode
of which is the soft mode, strongly peaking at th

FIG. 4. Electric current response at 0.2 Hz~b! and at 5 Hz~c! to
a triangular electric field~a! from the AFLC in a 3-mm cell.
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Sm-A* –Sm-Ca* transition. At lower temperatures, in prin
ciple only the high-frequency antiferroelectric mode can
seen.

The optic axis of the field-free state is always direct
along the layer normal, as expected for AFLCs. Figure
shows the field-induced tilt of the optic axis~optical tilt
uopt), for a number of switching amplitudes, as a function
temperature. In no case is there any sign of discontinuity
the Sm-A* –Sm-Ca* transition, illustrating that this is a
second-order phase transition. The continuous, second-o
nature is even clearer from the high-resolution birefringen
data, taken in the absence of electric fields, shown in Fig
Also in the pure 8422@2F3# FLC component@5# and in
TSiKN65 @9# the tilting transition was found to be secon
order, or possibly very weakly first order.

The switching threshold within the Sm-Ca* phase is quite

FIG. 5. Dielectric absorption spectrum«9(log10 f) vs tempera-
ture T at 10-mm cell gap on cooling.

FIG. 6. Optical tilt angleuopt(633 nm) at different electric field
amplitudes, as a function of temperatureT.
4-3
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sharp and the saturation amplitude is very low (2 V/mm is
enough for complete switching throughout the phase te
perature range!. The electroclinic effect in the Sm-A* phase
is prominent, despite the absence of a synpolar SmC*
phase, and just above the transition the induced optica
exceeds 12°, i.e., more than half the value of the satura
tilt angle 21.5° observed during complete switching at ro
temperature. The sharpness in the Sm-Ca* switching thresh-
old is easiest seen in Fig. 8, whereuopt andDopt are plotted as
a function of amplitude of the applied ac field. The transiti
from the undisturbed anticlinic state to the fully switch
synclinic one takes place over a range of;0.7 V. In the
Sm-A* phase, the tilt angle shows a perfectly linear dep
dence on the field a few Kelvin above the phase transit
while strong nonlinearities appear in the very vicinity of t
transition. The correspondingDopt data@Fig. 8~b!# are inter-
esting to compare with the texture observations in Fig. 3. T
birefringence of the relaxed Sm-Ca* state is only slightly
lower than that observed in the Sm-A* phase. Considering
that the Sm-Ca* data are taken at a temperature where
optical tilt angle ~as observed in the switched, synclin
state! is approximately 20°, the small difference contradic
the ‘‘orthogonal molecules’’ model of the Sm-A* phase,
which should exhibit a much largerDn. Furthermore, the
fully switched Sm-Ca* state has a much higherDn than the
Sm-A* phase. However, also the electroclinic effect of t
Sm-A* phase should produce an increase inDn, correlated
to the increase inuopt, in the case of a de Vries type Sm-A*
phase@12#. On applying an electric field in the Sm-A* phase,
a slight increase inDn is seen very close to the transitio
but a few Kelvin away, where the electroclinic effect is tru
linear, the birefringence is in principle unaffected by t
field. The correlation between a field-dependent birefr

FIG. 7. Optical path differenceDopt(633 nm) of the field-free
3 mm sample as a function of temperature~on cooling! in the vi-
cinity of the Sm-A* –Sm-Ca* transition, illustrating the second
order nature of the phase transition.
B.
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gence and nonlinearities in the tilt-voltage curve was a
seen in the study of TSiKN65 by Selingeret al. @12#.

In summary, we have demonstrated that the investiga
liquid-crystal mixture exhibits an antiferroelectric tilte
smectic phase, Sm-Ca* , directly following the paraelectric
Sm-A* phase on cooling, via a second-order phase tra
tion. The latter phase is well described by the de Vries mo
with randomly tilted molecules, and the transition to t
Sm-Ca* phase is mainly related to an anticlinic ordering
the tilting directions. In this way the transition can take pla
with only a minor change in layer thickness, as confirmed
x-ray investigations.
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FIG. 8. Optical tilt angleuopt ~a! and optical path differenceDopt

~b! as a function of amplitude of an applied ac field in Sm-Ca* and
at two temperatures in the Sm-A* phase.
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